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tooth alignment significant for athletes 
some  a創成田町山山to

prote<文社ieirteeth because they 
often bite down hard in an effort to 
m組 mizetheir斑・eng也 Without

one, it is not uncommon for a出let田 to
damage their teeth. 

However, not every a由letema組凶zes
their power bY biting down hard Some 
op朗 自由mouthswide担 dyellwi血 effort

Shin Kobe Dental O節目chiefdentist 
Yoshiro Fujii, an occlusion田pert,has been 
釦何ngathletes' perform組問組d
田 clusion,or the appropriate fit of the 
upper and lower teeth when the ja附 are
closed. 

Go叫 α:rlusioner由ancesbal血 ce,and . 
由釘曲3陀包iprovesperforman回 inall kinds of 
恥血

Hew百蛇hedavid回 ofpowerl泊四百笛id血e
ratioofli倣m;with their mou血SO戸mord田eel
叫m 臨時wasSO：田．
“For some戸ople,b幽 gd側 n回 npIU¥lide

powei:Foro也ers,o戸ningせ1位 m山由s
w凶elycan.Hi側割問白山lpO血 nt白血gisto
find and fix戸>Orはrlusion,wh凶1命沼田託叫司y
hannsa由letic伊油田lallce:’he凶 4

’I'hosewho回目iotreach the full句 pacity 
of th自由回伸whenbi也igdown probably 
have bad occlusion, he said.百iosewho回 n
reach ma活mumpower by bi也igdown
despite poor occlusion could M四 better
balance if their oαl凶 ionwere fixed 

Pooroαlusion，句国edbyirr曙叫ar
con回 vity血 dconv＇剖tyof脱出ando出町

such condi世ons,is considered one of由e
白山esofbadpo段目eand balance as well 
as sti盛iessin the shoulders and other 
muscles. Poor occlusion can even 
some出 ies伺 useh白血ch目釘tddi国 ness.

Shin Kobe Dental O節目pa出臨むe
m血llyelderly people suffe血 gsuch
勾mptoms.百1田 epa ti en匂釦stgo to 
d曲。praetorsor other doctors b民 auseitis 
d血叫tto make也econnection between 
pooroccl凶 ionand出eir勾mptoms. 

Llkemanyo出erden由ts,Fujii graduated 
from a dental university and worked for 
various dental clinics. He opened the Shin 
Kobe Dental Office in Kobe in October 
2000. 

As with most dental clinics, his office 
在四ts伺 viti白血do出町typi伺 iconditions, 
but he has focused mo民lyon occlusion. He 
has traveled aαoss Japan and been overs回 S
to give speeches on occlusion to young 
dentists and people血 related島Ids.

He has given speeches at Columbia 

Shin Kobe Dental O符icechief dentおt
Yoshiro民Jjiispeaks during an interview ・ 
with The Japan Times at曲eEnjin o・儒ces
in Higashi-Ginza, Chuo Ward, Tokyo, in 
February. YOSHIAKI MIURA 

University in New York and o出erplaαs 
across America and Asia. 

During his talks, he provided 
demons回 ti.ansshowing how 脳 ng
occlusion回 nenhance balance. He回 ntell 
by just looking at them which side -right, 
left, front or back -people w迦beweaker 
on when being pushed. 

He then looks泊sidethe註monthsand 
h錨 thembite a th泊 sheetof paper wi白
血出tee由fora short-term occlusion fix. 
百usimproves their balance, he said 

For a long term occlusion fix, he files・

. tee出 for“a few seconds" to加lp即時

0回l凶 ion.・Fi姐ngsumowr四tlers'occlusion, 
for example, may improve也eir
performan白金也natically.

4’They stむeat each other befqre出ey
fight Th町回ow対話也side白町areweak 
on andせ1eyalso know出eiropponents’ 
weaknesses, so when出.eys凶mth町紅e
thin脳ngof how to beat their opponents. 
Yokozuna grand champions m可 be施。ng
on both sides;' he阻 id

Fujii山吉田aせ叫etesto have their 
occlusion. 也氏陸dto better enhance由位
performance. 

’'When出eyin知n由eirnecks or 
sho叫ders，血eygotoorせlOpedistsand 
chiropractors. But出eyshould also fix the 
possible root of也eproblems -poor 

occlusion; he鈍 id.
Fujii also writ回 bookson田 clusion,

紅 nongo出.ersubjects, in an effoロtoraise 
public awareness of it 

Esp配 ially,orthopedis白血d
chiropractors should know about occlusion, 
Fujii岨id,b配 ausepatien臼wiせ1勾mptoms
stemming from bad occlusion tend to go to 
those .J?ractitio即時針st

Fujii also組idiesconn配 tionsbet:Wi阻 1
伺 vity皿ings,such as阻叫酔m，組dba凶E四．

He has encountered oαasional cas白血
叫温出制喝伊or田 d凶 ondid not 
completely凹 repa由胞ofdi国 n脳血d
shoulder sti盈1おs.

Heiden岨edthe伺国eas electromagnetic 
waves, reali血ig出atsome副担gsin回血
function as antennae也at肥田ivethew町田．

P四 ple’sexp倒 ureto electi:omagnetic w町田

国sinα郎副合組凶叫ly泊問団ntyears,
especially asせ沼田eof mobile phones has 
sp陀adrapidly. 

Excessive and prolonged田 posureto
el配 tromagneticwaves has been known to 
白山edamage to血enervo山句読em,
cau必rigvarious symptoms including poor 
balan白血ddixzin田s.

百iene伊.tivehealth effec包of
electromagnetic W町 esfrom mobile phones 
have b田 nnoted by a number of health 
authorities worldwide.百ieWorld Health 
Orga瓜zations勾Bon its website白血tthe
electromagne位cfields generated by mobile 
phon目釘eclassified by the Intern副onal
Agency for Research on C叩 ceras possibly 
回 rcinogenicto humans. 

Butlir凶白lg也euse of mobile phones is 
d血αtltbe臼1usethe devic田 playan 
imp or飽ntp組泊contemporarylife as vi包l
communication tools. 

An田:ampleof one of the worst materials 
国 edin fillings is鉱n必gam,asubst加岱

formed by白emixtureofmぽ口Jrywi血
o出erme凶s.Amal酔mis sensi世veto
electromagnetic W郡白血dis clas岨 edas
toxic but still used for fillings because it is 
e出 yto use組 dhardens q凶耐y,m樹 ngit
easy to process. 

For videos of Fl』j出 demons位ations,see 
h句：／川ww.holistic-den1由旬.net

This series has b田 nprepared in 
collaboration with Enjin Co., which 
produces and operati田 avideo websitEち
http://www.kenja.t切SI沼ciafiz，的gin prafiles 
ofu1ranιcoming en胞 preneursin Asia. 


